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Abstract 
Kawamura, T., Logic program synthesis from first-order logic specifications, Theoretical Computer 
Science 122 (1994) 69-96. 
In this paper, a logic program synthesis method from first-order logic specifications is described. The 
specifications are described by Horn clauses extended by universally quantified implicational 
formulas. These formulas are transformed into definite clause programs by unfold/fold transforma- 
tion. We show that some classes of first-order formulas can be successfully transformed into definite 
clauses by unfold/fold transformation. 
1. Introduction 
Unfold/fold rules [2] provide a powerful methodology for program development. 
In the field of logic programming, Tamaki and Sato [18] proposed unfold/fold rules 
for definite clause programs which preserve equivalence of programs. 
In the studies of logic program synthesis, many researchers have proposed program 
synthesis methods incorporating unfold/fold transformation [4-7,9,10,17]. In these 
studies, definite clause programs are derived from specifications described by wider 
classes of first-order formulas. As for the correctness of unfold/fold rules for first- 
order formulas, Kanamori and Horiuchi [S] proposed unfold/fold rules for a class of 
first-order formulas. Recently, Sato [16] proposed unfold/fold rules for full first-order 
formulas. In most of the previous studies, however, program synthesis methods were 
not mechanized and general methods to derive definite clauses were not known. 
Recently, Dayantis [S] showed a deterministic method to derive logic programs from 
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a class of first-order formulas. Sato and Tamaki [17] also showed a deterministic 
method by incorporating the concept of continuation. 
The application of unfold/fold rules needs to be guided by strategies to obtain 
the desired results. As for unfold/fold transformation of definite clause programs, 
Pettorossi and Proietti [12-151 formalized successful unfold/fold transformation in 
several ways, and showed that some classes of definite clause programs are success- 
fully transformed. 
This paper specifies ome classes of first-order formulas, from which definite clause 
programs can be automatically derived by unfold/fold transformation. These formulas 
are described by Horn clauses extended by universally quantified implicational for- 
mulas. To specify these classes, a transformation procedure which guides the applica- 
tion of unfold/fold rules is given. Then, by showing the termination of the transforma- 
tion process by this procedure, it is proved that those formulas are successfully 
transformed into equivalent definite clause programs with some syntactic restrictions. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes unfold/fold rules for 
logic program synthesis. Section 3 proves that definite clause programs can be success- 
fully derived from some classes of first-order formulas by unfold/fold transformation. 
Section 4 discusses the relations to other studies and Section 5 gives a conclusion. 
In the following, familiarity with the basic terminologies of logic programming is 
assumed [111. As syntactical variables, X, Y, 2, U, V, W are used for variables, A, B, H 
for atoms, F, G for formulas, K, L for conjunctions of formulas, s, t, r for terms, and Eq 
for a conjunction of equations, possibly with primes and subscripts. In addition, 8 is 
used for a substitution, FB for the formula obtained from formula F by applying 
substitution 19, _% for a vector of variables and F[ G/G’] for replacement of an 
occurrence of subformula G of formula F with formula G’. 
2. Unfold/fold transformation for logic program synthesis 
In this section, preliminary notions of our logic program synthesis are shown. 
We use a first-order language with equality. It is assumed that the set of function 
symbols C is infinite. E(C) denotes Clark’s equational theory [3]. The set of variables 
occurring in an expression E is denoted by vars(E). An empty conjunction is con- 
sidered to be the logical constant true. Atoms other than equations are called deJined 
atoms. Note that atoms are used for both defined atoms and equations. A formula is 
called an implicational goal when it is of the form F1+F2, where F1 and F2 are 
(possibly empty) conjunctions of atoms and equations. 
First, our language is defined. 
Definition 2.1 (Dejiniteformula). Formula C is called a definite formula when C is of 
the form 
P(XhX1,...,Xm)+ 
X,=t,AX,=t,A...AX,=t,AG,AG,A...AG, (m,nbO), 
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where X1,X2, . . . . X, are distinct variables, tl,t2 , . . . , t, are terms, Gi is a (possibly 
universally quantified) conjunction of defined atoms and implicational goals for 
i= 1,2, . . . . n, and X1,X,, . . . . X, do not appear in either tl, tz, . . . . t, or 
G,AG2A ... A G,. Variables not quantified in C, called free variables, are implicitly 
universally quantified at the front as usual. p(X,, X2, . . . , X,) is called the head of C, 
X1=tIAX2=tzA...A X,=t,AG,AG,A...AG. is called the body of C, and 
Gr,Gz, . . . . G, are called goals in the body of C. 
For simplicity, a definite formula is sometimes written in the following manner: 
p(tl,tz ,..., t,)+G,AG,A..~AG, (m,nkO) 
or 
HcEqAG, AG2A..,AGGn (nBO), 
where Eq is a conjunction of equations X1 = tl A ... AX,,, = t,. 
A set of definite formulas is called a deJinite formula program, while a set of definite 
clauses is called a definite clause program. Sometimes the term program is used instead 
of definite formula program or definite clause program when it is obvious which of 
them is being referred to. 
Example 2.2. The following is a definite formula: 
min(X,L) c X=U A L=MA 
list(M) A member(U, M) A V Y (member(Y, M)+U< Y). 
Equivalently, this formula is written as follows: 
min(X, L) c list(L) A member(X, L) A V Y (member(Y, L)+X< Y). 
Our program synthesis process is as follows. Let P be the initial definite clause 
program, and C be a definite formula, called a new predicate dejinition, which defines 
a predicate by the predicates defined in P only. Then apply the transformation rules 
successively to Pu{C} until an equivalent definite clause program is obtained. 
Below, we assume that a definite formula is always deleted when some goal in its 
body is the logical constantfalse. Further, we assume that implicational goals with the 
logical constant true and false are always reduced, such as 1 trueafalse, true A F*F, 
and so on. 
Next, the transformation rules are shown. 
Definition 2.3 (Transformation rules). The following three transformation rules are 
used: 
(1) Dejinition: Construct a new definite formula D such that the predicate of the head 
of D does not appear in the current program and all predicates appearing in the body 
of D are defined in the initial program. 
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(2) Unfolding: Let C be a definite formula, G be a goal in the body of C and A be an 
atom in G whose predicate is defined in the initial program. Let C1, C2, . . . , C, be all 
the definite clauses in Pi whose heads are unifiable with A. Suppose that Ci is of the 
form Ai+Li, where Ai is an atom and Li is a conjunction of atoms, and Aiei= A holds 
for some substitution 8i, for i= 1,2, . . . , n. Let Gi be the formula G[A/‘LiOi]. 
(a) Suppose that A occurs positively in G. Let C: be the definite formula C[G/Gi]. 
New variables introduced from Ci are free variables. Then remove C from the current 
program and add C;,C;, . . . . CA to it. 
(b) Suppose that A occurs negatively in G. Let C’ be the definite formula obtained 
from C by replacing G with G1 A ... A G,. New variables introduced from Ci are 
universally quantified variables in Gi. Then remove C from the current program and 
add C’ to it. 
(3) Folding: Let C be a definite formula of the form AtK A L and D be a new 
predicate definition of the form BtK’, where K, K’ and L are conjunctions of goals 
and equations. Then the result of folding C’ is a clause of the form AcBB A L, where 
8 is a substitution such that K’O=K holds after removing equations from K’ by 
unifying their arguments. Folding can be applied only if 
(a) unfolding C’ at B8 by D, C is obtained again, and 
(b) D has never been unfolded. 
These transformation rules are specialized forms of the Kanamori and Horiuchi [8] 
rules. 
Note that when we apply transformation rules, we might need more conditions to 
be satisfied depending on the semantics to be preserved. For example, the unfolding 
rules in [8] require additional conditions for the instantiation of variables, and the 
folding rule in [ 163 also requires more complicated conditions. Those conditions may 
prevent he application of the transformation rules. In this paper, however, we will not 
discuss the equivalence-preservation problem since we will concentrate on the termi- 
nation of the transformation process. 
Note also that unfolding is applied by using definite clauses only. The unfolding 
rule could be defined without the restriction to definite clauses. In fact, Sato’s [16] 
unfolding rule can be applied by using nondefinite clauses. For simplicity, however, 
we will restrict our attention to unfolding using definite clauses in the following 
discussion. 
Next, an example to illustrate the transformation rules is shown. 
Example 2.4. Suppose that the following is the initial program: 
C,: list(L) c L=[]. 
C2: list(L) c L=[XjM] A list(M). 
C3: member(U,L) c L=[UjM]. 
C4: member(U,L) t L=[V(M] A member(U,M). 
C5: X<Y + X=0 A Y=suc(Yl). 
C6: X< Y +- X=suc(X,) A Y=suc(Y,) A Xl< Y,. 
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Let C7 be a new predicate definition as follows: 
C7: min(X,L) +- list(L) A member(X,L) A VY(member(Y,L) --t X< Y). 
Predicate “min” means that X is the minimum element in list L. First, the definition 
rule is applied and definite formula CB is obtained, where 
C8: lowerbound(X, L) 6 list(L) A VY (member(Y, L) + X< Y). 
By folding C, by C8, definite clause C9 is obtained, where 
C9: min(X,L) +- member(X,L) A lowerbound(X,L). 
Next, we will attempt to transform C8 into definite clauses. First, unfold C8 at list(L). 
Note that list(L) occurs positively in the body of C8. Then definite formulas C9 and 
Cl0 are obtained, where 
C9: lowerbound(X, L) +- L= [] A VY (member(Y, L) + X< Y). 
Clo: lowerbound(X,L) + L=[ZIM] A list(M) A 
VY (member(Y, L) + X-c Y). 
Next, unfold C9 at member( Y, L). Note that member( Y, L) occurs negatively in the 
body of C9. Suppose that V Y (member( Y, L)+X < Y) is a goal. Then definite formula 
C,, is obtained, where 
C1 1: lowerbound(X, L) +- L = [] A 
VY,M (L=[YIM] -+ xc Y) A 
VY,Z,M (L=[ZIM] A 
member( Y, M) + X < Y). 
Note that the goal V Y (member( Y, L) + X < Y) in C9 is replaced with a conjunction of 
two goals. The first one is obtained by using C3, and the second by C4. By deduction 
under E(C), Cr, is equivalently reduced to 
C1i: lowerbound(X, L) c L= [I. 
Next, unfold Cl0 at member( Y, L). Again, member( Y, L) occurs negatively in the body 
of Cl@ In a manner similar to the previous unfolding of C9, definite formula Cl2 is 
obtained, where 
Ci2: lowerbound(X,L) +- L=[ZIM] A list(M) A 
VY,N (L=[YIN] + x< Y) A 
VY, W,N (L=[ WIN] A 
member(Y, N) + X< Y). 
This is equivalent to 
Ci3: lowerbound(X,L) + L=[ZIM] A list(M) A 
XtZ A VY (member(Y,M) --, X< Y). 
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Next, Cl3 can be folded by Cs, and the result Cl4 is as follows: 
C,,: lowerbound(X, L) t L = [Zl M] A X < Z A lowerbound(X, M) 
3. Some classes of first-order formulas from which logic programs can be derived 
In this section, we will specify some classes of first-order formulas from which 
definite clause programs can be derived by unfold/fold transformation. First, we will 
show a program synthesis procedure which mechanizes the application of unfold/fold 
rules. Next, we will show that a class of definite formula programs are successfully 
transformed into definite clause programs by the procedure. 
3.1. A program synthesis procedure 
In this subsection, a program synthesis procedure is shown. 
First, we specify how to decompose a conjunction in the body of a definite formula 
into goals. The body of the initial new predicate definition is supposed to consist of 
only one goal. Let C be a definite formula of the form HcEq A G1 A .. . A G,, where Eq 
is a conjunction of equations and G1, . . . , G, are goals. Suppose that C is unfolded at 
Gi, and the result C’ is of the form 
where C;, . . , Gh (m>, 1) are goals obtained from Gi as described in Definition 2.3. 
Then Gl,...) Gi_l,G> )...) G’,,Gi+l)..., G, are supposed to be goals in C’. Note that 
the number of implicational goals in each G> is not greater than that in Gi. We do not 
specify the decomposition for the result of folding. In the next subsection, we will 
propose a restricted definition rule. In the body of every new predicate definition 
introduced by the restricted definition rule, at most one goal appears. This will be 
discussed later. 
Next, we will discuss the simplification of equations at each unfolding step. 
It is implicitly assumed that, at each unfolding step, equations in every definite 
formula are simplified in the following manner. First, from every equation appearing 
in the definite formula, a conjunction of equations is derived by deduction under 
E(C), where each equation is of the form X= t, where X is a variable and t is 
a term. 
Next, when t is a variable, the equation is simplified as follows. Suppose that an 
atom A in a goal G is unfolded. Then several new goals produced from G appear in the 
current definite formula. Each goal is of the form G[A/F], where F is a conjunction of 
atoms. Then, after simplifying F as above, the equations in F are further simplified by 
deduction under E(C), in a manner that the simplification causes just the renaming of 
variables in defined atoms in F. For example, X = U A p(U, Y) is simplified to p(X, Y), 
and X = U A Y= U A p(X, Y) is to X = Y A p(X, Y). Note that further simplification of 
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the latter causes the unification of variables X and Yin the defined atom. Therefore, 
the latter is not further simplified. In the next subsection, we will discuss why the 
restriction on simplification is necessary. 
Further, some universally quantified variables are eliminated from the equations 
in the following manner. Let C be a definite formula of the form 
H+EqAG1AG2A... A G,, where G1, Gz, . . . . G, are goals. Suppose that G1 is of the 
form VYi, . . , , Y,(X = t A K-L), where t is a term, Y1, . . . , Y, are variables appearing 
in t, X is a variable distinct from each Yi, and K and L are conjunctions of atoms. 
Note that G1 is logically equivalent to the formula VYi, . . . . Y, 
X # t V 3 Y1, . . , Y,(X = t A (K +L)). Then C is divided into the following two formulas: 
H + EqAVYl,..., Y,(X#t)AG,A ... AG,. 
H + EqAX=tA(K+L)AG,A ... AG,. 
These new formulas inherit goals G2, . . . , G, from C. The formula X = t A (K+ L) is 
also supposed to be a goal in the latter formula, but V Y, , . . , Y,,(X # t) in the former is 
not. The formula V Y1, . . . , Y,(X# t) might be replaced with an equation in case the 
sort of X is known. For example, V Y, Z X # [ YI Z] can be replaced with X = [] when 
X is known to be a list. For simplicity, however, we will leave such formulas as they 
are. In the following, we will simply say definite clauses for definite clauses extended 
by universally quantified disequations. 
The above technique was also used in [ 171. This technique is necessary to eliminate 
universally quantified variables safely from equations occurring negatively in the 
body of a definite formula. After eliminating some universally quantified variables as 
described above, we can assume that, for any equation X = t, no universally quantified 
variables appear in t when X is a free variable. Moreover, when an equation occurs 
negatively in the body of a definite formula, universally quantified variables appear in 
both sides of the equation. 
Next, our program synthesis procedure is shown. The program synthesis procedure 
works in the following manner. First, unfolding is applied. Next, folding is applied if 
possible. If folding fails, the definition rule is applied. This process is repeated until 
a definite clause program is obtained. The procedure is formally described by the 
following. 
Procedure 3.1 (A program synthesis procedure). Suppose that definite clause program 
P and unmarked predicate definition C are given. Let P,,, be the set {C}. 
(a) If there exist no unmarked formulas in P,,,, then return P and stop. 
(b) Select an unmarked new predicate definition D from P,,,. Mark D “selected.” 
Let P’ be the set {D}. 
(c) If P’=@, then go to (a). Otherwise, select and remove a definite formula C 
from P’. 
(d) Apply unfolding to C’. Let C1, . . . , C, be the results. 
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(e) Apply one of the following to Cc for i = 1, . . . , II. 
(el) If Ci is a definite clause, then add Ci to P. 
(e2) Otherwise, if there exists a goal G in the body of Ci which is a conjunction of 
atoms and an atom in G is not unifiable with the head of any definite clause in P, then 
discard Ci. 
(e3) Otherwise, if Ci can be successively folded by formulas in P,,, and the result 
is a definite clause, then add the result to P. 
(e4) Otherwise, construct new predicate definitions D1, . . . . D, such that 
C1, . . , C, are folded by those definitions and the results are definite clauses. Add Di to 
P,,, if it is not a definite clause and there exists no formula in P,,, which is identical 
to Di except for the predicate of the head. Fold C1, . . , C, by the formulas in P,,, and 
add the results to P. 
(f) Go to (c). 
A similar procedure was given in Cl.51 to eliminate unnecessary variables from 
definite clauses. 
Obviously, a definite clause program is obtained when Procedure 3.1 halts for 
a given program P and a new predicate definition C. In the next subsection, we will 
discuss the conditions to guarantee the termination of Procedure 3.1. 
Note that at step (e4), new predicates can be defined in several ways. Note also that 
step (d) is nondeterministic in selecting which atom to be unfolded. In the next 
subsection, these problems will be discussed. 
Example 3.2. The program synthesis process by using Procedure 3.1 is shown by 
using an example appearing in [S]. Let P be the following program. 
C1: leftof(U, KT) c U=X A T=t(L,X,R) A belongs(V,R). 
Cz: leftof(U, V, T) t V=X A T=t(L,X,R) A belongs(U,L). 
C3: leftof(U, V, T) t T= t(L, X, R) A belongs(U, L) A belongs( I’, R). 
Cq: leftof(U, V, T) c T= t(L, X, R) A leftof(U, I’, L). 
Cs: leftof(U, V, T) t T= t(L, X, R) A leftof(U, V, R). 
Cc: belongs(U, T) c U=X A T=t(L,X,R). 
C7: belongs(U, T) t T=t(L, X,R) A belongs(U,L). 
C,: belongs(U, T) t T= t(L, X, R) A belongs(U, R). 
cg: x< Y +- x=0 A Y=suc(Z). 
Clo: X< Y +- X=suc(U) A Y=suc(V) A U< I’. 
Intuitively, “leftof(U, V, T),’ means that term U appears on the left-hand side of term 
V in binary tree T, and “belongs( U, T),’ means that term U appears in binary tree T. 
Let C1 1 be a new predicate definition, which is a definition of an ordered binary tree, 
as follows: 
C,,: ordtree(T) t VU, V(leftof(U, I’, T) -+ U-c V). 
By unfolding Cl1 at leftof(U, I’, T), the following definite formula is obtained: 
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C12: ordtree(T) +- 
VU, V, L, R(T=t(L, U,R) A belongs(V,R) + U< V) A 
VU, V,L,R(T=t(L, V,R) A belongs(U,L) + U< V) A 
VU, V,X,L,R 
(T=t(L,X,R) A belongs(U,L) A belongs(U,R) + U<V) A 
VU, V, X, L, R (T=t(L, X, R) A leftof(U, V,L) -+ U < V) A 
VU,V,X,L,R(T=t(L,X,R) A leftof(U,V,R) + U<V). 
This is equivalent to: 
C13: ordtree(T) t VX, L, R T#t(L, X, R). 
C14: ordtree(T) t 
VV(T=t(L,, U1, RI) A (belongs(V, RI) --f U1 < V)) A 
VU(T=t(L,, V2,R2) A (belongs(U,L,) + U-c Vz)) A 
VU, V(T= t(L3, X3, R3) A (belongs(U, L3) A 
belongs(V, R3) + U-c V)) A 
VU, V(T= t(L4, X4, R4) A (leftof(U, V, L,) + U < V)) A 
VU, V(T= t(L,, X5, R,) A (leftof(U, V, R,) + U < V)). 
Note that C14 is supposed to have five goals in the body. To fold C14, the following 
new predicates are defined: 
Dr: newl(X,R) + VV(belongs(T/,R) -+ X< V). 
D2: new2(X, L) c VP’) (belongs( P’, L) + V-c X). 
D3: new3(L,R) +- VU, V(belongs(U,L) A belongs(V,R) + U-c V). 
Although two more new predicates are defined, their definitions are identical to that of 
predicate “ordtree”. Then C14 can be folded by D,, D2, D3 and C1 1 after simplifying 
equations in C14. The following is the result: 
C15: ordtree(7’) t T= t(L, X, R) A 
newl(X, R) A new2(X,L) A new3(L, R) A ordtree(L) A ordtree(R). 
Next, D1, D,, and D, are transformed similarly. Finally, the following definite clauses 
are obtained: 
D4: newl(X,R) +- VY,L1,R1 R#t(L,,Y,R,). 
D5: newl(X,R) +- R=t(L,,W,R,) A X< W A newl(X,L,) A newl(X,R,). 
D6: newZ(X, L) + t/Y, L1, RI L#t(L,, Y, R,). 
D7: new2(X, L) t L=t(L,, W, RI) A W<X A new2(X,L,) A new2(X, RI). 
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Ds: new3(L,R) +- VY,L1,R1 L#t(L,, Y,R1) A tree(R). 
D,: new3(L,R) + L=t(L,, W,R1) A newl(W,R) A new3(L,,R) A new3(R,,R). 
3.2. Classes off&%-order formulas from which logic programs are successfully derived 
In this subsection, we will show some classes of definite formula programs which 
can be transformed into equivalent definite clause programs by Procedure 3.1, 
together with a selection rule and a restricted definition rule. 
First, we will show a theorem which describes a sufficient condition for definite 
formula programs to ensure that definite clause programs can be derived from them 
by Procedure 3.1. Before showing the theorem, two notions are defined. 
Definition 3.3 (Depth ofa symbol). Let X be a variable or a constant and E be a term 
or an atom in which X appears. The depth of X in E, denoted by depth (X,E), is 
defined as follows: 
(a) depth(X, X) = 1. 
(b) depth(X, E) = max {depth(X, ti) 1 X appears in ti for i = 1, . . . , n > + 1, if E is either 
f(t Ir . . ..r.) or p(ri, . . . . t,), for any function symbol f or any predicate symbol p. 
The depth of the deepest variable or constant in E is denoted by maxdepth( 
Definition 3.4 ((H, W)-bounded definite formula). Definite formula C is said to be 
(H, W)-bounded when there exist two positive integers H and W such that 
(a) for every atom A appearing in the body of C, maxdepth is less than H, and 
(b) the number of atoms appearing in the body of C is less than W. 
A rule that determines what transformation should be applied to a definite formula 
program is called a selection rule. 
Theorem 3.5. Let P be a definite clause program and C a new predicate definition. 
Suppose that there exist a selection rule R and two positive integers H and W such that 
every new predicate dejnition D obtained from P and C by applying Procedure 3.1 to 
P and C according to R is (H, W)-bounded. Then a definite clause program is obtained 
from Pu{C> by applying Procedure 3.1 to Pu{C} according to R. 
Proof. From hypotheses of (H, W)-boundedness, only a finite number of distinct 
atoms (modulo renaming of variables) can appear in the body of new predicate 
definitions obtained from Pu(C> by applying Procedure 3.1 to Pu{C}. Moreover, the 
number of atoms appearing in the body of each of those new predicate definitions is 
less than W. Note that Procedure 3.1 does not introduce two definitions which differ 
in their heads only (see Procedure 3.1 (e4)). Hence, only a finite number of distinct new 
predicate definitions can be obtained by Procedure 3.1. Therefore, Procedure 3.1 
halts, and we can obtain a definite clause program from Pu{C]. 0 
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In the following, we will give a selection rule and a restricted definition rule which 
satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.5 with some syntactic restrictions on programs. 
Proietti and Pettorossi [13] used similar conditions to those in Theorem 3.5 in their 
study of definite clause program transformation. The relationship between our work 
and theirs will be discussed in Section 4. They also showed some classes of definite 
clause programs which satisfy those conditions. Their results can be extended to solve 
our problem. 
First, to give syntactic restrictions on programs, we will define two classes of 
programs according to [13]. 
Definition 3.6 (Linear term formula and program). A term, an atom, or a formula is said 
to be linear when no variable appears in it more than once. A definite formula (clause) 
is called a Iinear term formula (clause) when every atom appearing in it is linear. 
A definite formula (clause) program is called a linear term program when it consists of 
linear term formulas (clauses) only. 
A linear term formula (clause) of the form h(X1, . . , X,) c X1 = tI A ... A X, = t, A K, 
where K is a conjunction of goals, is called a strongly linear term formula (clause) when 
no equations appear in K, and K is linear. A definite formula (clause) program is 
called a strongly linear term program when it consists of strongly linear term formulas 
(clauses) only. 
The linear term property contributes to suppressing the number of atoms appearing 
in implicational goals in the results of unfolding. 
Note that the following definite clause is a linear term clause but not a strongly 
linear term clause, since equation 2 = [U 1 V] appears in the body, while Z does not 
appear in the head, 
p(X) + X=[YjZ] A Z=[UlV] A q(U,Z). 
In fact, by removing Z = [U 1 V] through unification, a nonlinear atom q(U, [Ul V]) 
appears. 
Next, we define the notion of nonascending programs. The nonascending property 
contributes to reducing the depth of each term in the results of unfolding. 
Definition 3.7 (A relation d between linear terms or atoms). Let El and E2 be linear 
terms or linear atoms. When depth(X, E,)<depth(X, E,) holds for every variable 
X in vars(E,)n vars(E,). we write E, GE,. (Both El GE2 and E2<E1 hold when 
vars(E,)nvars(E,)=@.) 
Definition 3.8 (Nonascending formula and program). Let C be a linear term formula of 
the form 
h(X1 ,..., X,) +- X,=t,A~~~AX,=t,AK, 
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where K is a conjunction of goals. C is said to be nonascending when Agh(t,, . . . . t,) 
holds for every defined atom A appearing in K. A linear term program is said to be 
nonascending when it consists of nonascending formulas only. 
A definite formula (clause) is said to be strongly nonascending when it is a strongly 
linear term formula (clause) and nonascending. A definite formula (clause) program is 
said to be strongly nonascending when it consists of strongly nonascending formulas 
(clauses) only. 
Next, we will define a selection rule, called a synchronized descent rule. Roughly 
speaking, a synchronized descent rule selects the atom which has a maximally deep 
term with respect to some variables. 
Definition 3.9 (Synchronized descent rule). Let C be a definite formula and 
AI, AZ, . . . , A, be all the defined atoms appearing in the body of C. Selection rule R is 
called a synchronized descent rule when 
(a) R selects the application of unfolding to C at Ai if and only if there exists an 
defined atom Ai such that Aj < Ai holds for j= 1, . . . , n, and 
(b) otherwise, R is not defined for C. 
Note that synchronized descent rules cannot be defined for some definite formulas, 
because of condition (b). Note also that synchronized descent rules are not necessarily 
defined uniquely for a given program and a new predicate definition. 
The following lemma is a simplified version of the one shown in [13,14]. 
Lemma 3.10. Let P be a nonascending definite clause program, C be a linear term new 
predicate definition and R be a synchronized descent rule for Pu{C}. Let C’ be a result 
ofunfolding C according to R. Then, for each defined atom A appearing in the body of C’, 
the following holds: 
maxdepth(A)<max{maxdepth(B)IB is a defined atom in Pu{C}}. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Next, a restricted definition rule is explained. This rule consists of two sub- 
procedures. The first one constructs new predicate definitions from a given definite 
formula. After folding the given formula, the second one standardizes these new 
predicate definitions. The second one may introduce new predicate definitions further, 
so that at most one implicational goal appears in the body of each formula. It may 
also split some definition into several definite formulas, so that the number of atoms in 
each formula is bounded. 
First, we show a new predicate construction procedure. As shown in Procedure 3.1, 
a new predicate definition is introduced to fold a goal in a definite formula. The 
definition is constructed from the goal to be folded, while preserving some properties 
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of the goal such as the linear term property. Moreover, the procedure removes all 
equations from the goal so that the number of atoms in the new predicate definition is 
bounded. 
In the following procedure, it is assumed that for every equation X = t appearing in 
any definite formula, no universally quantified variables appear in t when X is 
a universally quantified variable. Later, we will discuss cases in which this assumption 
is not satisfied. 
Procedure 3.11 (Construction of new predicates). Suppose that definite formula C of 
the form AtEq A G1 A G, A ... A G, is given, where Eq is a conjunction of equations, 
and Gr, GZ, . . . ,G, are goals. 
(1) Let Gi be the reduced formula obtained from Gi by replacing all equations with 
the logical constant true. Then Gi is a formula of the form VX1, . . ..X.Gi, where 
X1, . . ..X. are all universally quantified variables in Gi which do not appear in any 
equations in Gi. 
(2) Let Di be a new predicate definition of the form pi( Y1, . . . , Yr) + Y1 = Z1 A ... A 
Yr=ZIAGi for i= 1, . . . ,n, where pi is a new predicate (pi#pj if i#j), Y,, . . . . Y, are 
variables not appearing in G;, and Z1, . . . . Z1 are all free variables appearing in G;. 
Then return D1, . . . , D,. 
Note that in Procedure 3.11, C can be folded by D,, D2, . . . . D, after simplifying 
some equations in C through unification of their arguments. The result of the folding 
is a definite clause. 
Note also that D1, D2, . . . . D, are (strongly) linear when C is (strongly) linear. 
Preservation of the linear term property is required to prove the theorems below. 
Recall that the simplification of equations is carried out only if it causes just the 
renaming of variables in defined atoms, as described in Section 3.1. This restriction is 
also required to preserve the linear term property. 
Example 3.12. Suppose that the following definite formula is given: 
P(X, Y) + v VX=f(u) A (4(X, v) -+ r(K Y))). 
Then, Procedure 3.11 produces the following new predicate definition: 
After removing the equation X=f(U) from the former formula through unification, 
obviously the former can be folded by the latter. 
Now, we discuss a case in which an equation X = t appears in a given formula, such 
that X is a universally quantified variable and t contains some universally quantified 
variables. For example, suppose that the following linear term formula is given: 
p(X,W’) c VY,Z(Y=ZAq(X,Y,Z) + r(Y,Z,W’)). 
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To fold the formula, either of the following new predicate definitions must be 
constructed: 
hdX, W) + VY(q(X, K Y) + r(Y, Y, WI). 
hAX, W + VY,Z(Y=ZAq(X, Y,Z) + r(Y,Z, w)). 
However, the former is not linear. Preservation of the linear term property is required 
to prove the theorems below. The latter is linear, but the equation is not removed. By 
successively constructing new predicate definitions without removing equations, the 
number of atoms in these definitions may not be bounded. 
The syntactic restriction given in [5] guarantees that this case never occurs at any 
unfolding step. In their work, every new predicate definition is restricted to a formula 
of the form 
PW,Z) + VY(q(X, r,Z) -+ r(Z)). 
Note that the universally quantified variable Y occurs only once. Moreover, predicate 
“q” is defined by definite clauses in such a manner that the instantiation of the second 
argument is strictly restricted at each unfolding step. 
In the following, for simplicity, we will assume that, for every equation X=t 
appearing in any definite formula, no universally quantified variables appear in 
t when X is a universally quantified variable, without giving a syntactic restriction. 
Note that it is sufficient to restrict the application of unfolding to atoms which occur 
negatively in a goal, since no new universally quantified variables are introduced when 
an atom which occurs positively is unfolded. Note also that, from this assumption, we 
can show that no equations occur negatively in the body of a definite formula. (Recall 
the elimination of quantifiers discussed in Section 3.1.) 
Next, we will show the standardization of new predicate definitions. Standardiz- 
ation is necessary to bound the number of atoms in a definite formula. First, the 
definition of standard form is shown. 
Definition 3.13 (Standard form of definite formula). Definite formula C is said to be of 
a standard form when 
(a) C is of the form H+EqAVX1,...,X,(F, +F2), where H is an atom, Eq is 
a conjunction of equations, and F1 and F2 are (possibly empty) conjunctions of atoms, 
and 
(b) all defined atoms in the body of C cannot be divided into two sets of defined 
atoms such that no variables appear in both of them. 
QX 1, . . . . X,(F1 +F2) is a goal of C, if it is not empty. 
It is sufficient to consider the case when the standardization procedure is applied to 
a definite formula which contains at most one implicational goal in the body. This is 
justified as follows. Assume that the standardization procedure always returns definite 
clauses or definite formulas of standard forms. Recall that in Procedure 3.1, the 
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definition rule is applied to the results of unfolding a new predicate definition, 
immediately after the unfolding. Then it is easy to see that every definite formula given 
to the standardization procedure contains at most one implicational goal in the body, 
when the initial new predicate definition is of a standard form. (Recall that the number 
of implicational goals in each goal of the unfolding result is not greater than that in 
the corresponding goal of the unfolded formula, as described at the beginning of 
Section 3.1.) 
Suppose that the initial new predicate definition contains more than one implica- 
tional goal in the body. Then the definition is equivalently transformed into a set 
consisting of definite clauses and definite formulas of standard forms, by applying the 
standardization procedure. Thus, it is sufficient to discuss the case when the initial 
new predicate definition is of a standard form. 
Next, a standardization procedure is shown. Informally speaking, our standardiz- 
ation procedure works in the following manner. Suppose that nonstandard definite 
formula D is given. Then our standardization procedure introduces new predicate 
definitions to fold D or splits D into several formulas. If some of those formulas are not 
of standard forms, this procedure is applied recursively. 
Procedure 3.14 (Standardization of new predicate dejinitions). Suppose that new predi- 
cate definition D is given. When D is a definite clause, or is of a standard form, return 
D as it is. Otherwise, suppose that D is of the form A+Eq A G, where Eq is a conjunc- 
tion of equations, and G is a universally quantified implicational goal. We can assume 
that no equations appear in G. (Note that Procedure 3.11 removes all equations from 
the body other than those in Eq. Moreover, no equations are introduced in a goal by 
this procedure, although this procedure is applied to some formulas recursively.) Then 
G is of the form Vz(F,+F,), where Fi and F2 are conjunctions of defined atoms. 
(a) First, classify all defined atoms appearing in the body of D into m sets S,, . . . , S, 
of defined atoms, such that 
(al) each Si cannot be divided into two sets of defined atoms such that no variables 
appear in both of them, and 
(a2) the set SiuSj does not satisfy (al) for every pair of i and j such that i#j. Note 
that we can assume m> 1, since D is not of a standard form. 
(b) Next, apply one of the following. 
(bl) Suppose that all defined atoms appearing in F2 belong to some Sk, but some 
atoms in F1 do not. Without loss of generality, we can assume k=m. Then F1 is 
a conjunction K, A ... AK,, where Ki is a conjunction of defined atoms and all 
defined atoms in Ki belong to some Si. Note that vars(Ki)nvars(Kj)=@ holds for i#j, 
and vars(Ki)nvars(FZ)=8 holds for i#m. Thus, G is logically equivalent to 
V’XlK, V ... VVzlK,_, VVd(K,-+F,). Then split D into definite formulas 
D l,...,Dm, where Djis oftheform AtEqAVXlKjforj=l,...,m-1, and D,isof 
the form AtEq A Vx(K,+F,). Apply this procedure to D1, . . . . D, recursively and 
return the result. 
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(b2) Suppose that the condition of (bl) is not satisfied. Then F2 is L1 A ... AL,, 
where Li is a conjunction of defined atoms and all defined atoms in Li belong to some 
Si. Thus, G is logically equivalent to V~(F,-+L,)A ... AVX(F,-+L,). Then replace 
G in the body of D with the formula, and suppose that each conjunct is a goal. Next, 
apply Procedure 3.11 to D and obtain D,, . . . , D,, where each Di is obtained from the 
formula VX(F, aLi). Fold D by D 1, . . . , D,. Let D’ be the result of folding. Let P,,, be 
the result of applying this procedure to D1, . . . . D, recursively. Return P,,,u{D’}. 
Suppose that Procedure 3.14 is applied to a new predicate definition D and definite 
formulas D1, . . . , D, are obtained. Then the number of defined atoms in each Di is not 
greater than that in D. 
We point out one more property of Procedure 3.14, which is used in the appendix 
to prove the theorems below. Suppose that all defined atoms in the body of a 
given definite formula is classified into m sets S1 , . . ., S, of defined atoms at step 
(a) of Procedure 3.14. Then for every definite formula D obtained by Procedure 3.14, 
(a) the body of D consists of all defined atoms in some Si, or 
(b) D is a definite clause. 
Example 3.15. Suppose that the following new predicate definition is given: 
P(X, Y) + VU, Vql(X, U)Aq2(Y, V -, rl(X, U)AG(Y, v)). 
Apply Procedure 3.14 to the formula. At step (a), S1={q,(X, U),r,(X, U)} and 
Sz = {k(K f%r,(Y, V> are obtained. Then at step (b2), this formula is converted into 
the following form: 
p(X, Y) + VU, Vq,(X, U)Aqz(Y, V -+ rl(X, U))A 
vu> J’(q,W, u)Aqz(Y, V + r,(Y> V). 
Then the following new predicate definitions are introduced by Procedure 3.11. 
PI(X, Y) + VU, Vq,(X, U)Aq,(Y> J,‘) + r,(X, U)), 
P*V, Y) + vu, %1(X, U)Aq,(Y, VI + r2(Y, VI. 
By folding the definition of p by these definitions, the following definite clause is 
obtained: 
PW, Y) + PIV, Y)APzV, Y). 
Next, apply Procedure 3.14 to the definition of pl. At step (a), 
S1 = {ql(X, U),r,(X, U)} and S2 = {q2(Y, V)} are obtained. The definition is 
equivalent to the following formula (see step (bl)): 
PIV, Y) + Vv1q2(Yy V V VU(q,(X, U) + rl(X, VI). 
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Then, at step (bl), this formula is split into the following formulas: 
PlV, Y) + VV1q,(Y, V), 
Pl(X, Y) + VU(q,(X, U) -+ r,(X, Y). 
These formulas are returned, since they are of standard forms. Each formula is 
supposed to have only one goal in the body. Similarly, the following formulas are 
obtained from the definition of p2: 
P2VT Y) +- ~~lql(x, n 
P2P, Y) + VV(42(Y, v + y2(Y, VI). 
We now show some classes of definite formula programs which satisfy the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 3.5. The following theorem is an extension of that shown in [13]. 
Theorem 3.16. Let P be a strongly nonascending definite clause program and C be 
a linear term new predicate dejinition of the form H+-EqAVX(A1-+A2), where Eq is 
a conjunction of equations and A, and A, are dejned atoms. Then suppose that the 
following holds: 
(a) Let Cr be any definite clause in P of the form hP(X1, . . ..X.) 
+- X1 = tI A ... AX,,, = t, A Kr, where KP is a conjunction of atoms. Let AP be any atom 
in Kp. Then suppose that the following holds: 
(al) For every argument t, of Ar, tfsome ti contains a common variable with t,, then 
t, is a subterm of ti. 
(a2) For every argument t> of Ar, if ta is a subterm of some ti, then no other argument 
of Ar is a subterm of ti. 
(b) There exists two arguments s1 of AI and sz of A2 such that the following holds. 
(bl) vars(A,)nvars(A,)=vars(s,)nvars(sJ holds. 
(b2) Either s1 is a subterm of s2, s2 is a subterm of s1 or vars(s,)nvars(s,)=@ holds. 
Then a dejinite clause program is obtained from Pu{C}, by applying Procedure 3.1 
according to a synchronized descent rule, together with Procedures 3.11 and 3.14. 
Proof. See the appendix. 0 
Note that Theorem 3.16 holds for any nondeterministic choice of synchronized 
descent rules (see the proof of Theorem 3.16 in the appendix.) 
The hypothesis of Theorem 3.16 seems a little bit complicated. For example, the 
following definite clause satisfies the hypothesis (a): 
4x9 Y) + X=CUIX1IA Y=C~IY,I~P,(X,,Z)AP~(Y,, WI. 
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However, the following definite clause does not satisfy the hypothesis (a2): 
h(X, Y) +- X=[Ul VI Ap(U, V, Y). 
The following formula satisfies the hypothesis (b): 
h(X, Y) + X = t A VZ(q(t,f(s)) -+ r(s, Y)), 
where t and s are terms such that no variables appear in both of them, and X and Y do 
not appear in either t or s. 
Corollary 3.17. Let P be a strongly nonascending definite clause program and P’ be 
a deJnite clause program such that no predicate appears in both P and P’. Let C be 
a linear term new predicate definition of the form H+Eq AV’X(A1+Az), where Eq is 
a conjunction of equations, AI and AZ are dejined atoms, and the predicates Of Ai (i = 1 or 
2) is defined in P, and that Of Aj (i #j) is defined in P’. Suppose that the following holds: 
(a) hypothesis (a) of Theorem 3.15 holds for definite clauses in P, 
(b) no variable in Aj is instantiated by unifying the arguments of all equations after 
successively unfolding Ai. 
Then a definite clause program is obtained from PuP’u(C}, by applying Procedure 3.1 
according to a synchronized descent rule, together with Procedures 3.11 and 3.14. 
Proof. Note that no other atoms are derived form Aj, since variables in Aj are never 
instantiated. Suppose that unfolding is never applied at Aj. Then the corollary is 
a special case of Theorem 3.16. 0 
In Corollary 3.16, no restrictions are required in the definition of Aj. The result of 
Corollary 3.16 corresponds to that in [S] when j=2. 
Example 3.18. The program in Example 3.2 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.16 
and Corollary 3.16. In fact, a definite clause program can be obtained in a way similar 
to the transformation process in Example 3.2. The program in Example 2.4 also 
satisfies the hypotheses after standardization. 
Next, we show an extension of the results shown in Theorem 3.16. Let P be 
a nonascending definite clause program and C be a new predicate definition of the 
form He Eq A Vx(F, -+Fz), where Eq is a conjunction of equations, and F, and F2 are 
conjunctions of defined atoms. Let Di be a new predicate definition of the form Hi+ Fi 
for i = 1,2. If Di can be transformed into a set of definite clauses which satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.16, then, by replacing Fi with Hi, we can show that Pu{C} 
can be transformed into an equivalent definite clause program. 
The above problem is related to the foldability problem in [14]. The foldability 
problem is described in the following manner. Let P be a definite clause program and 
C be a definition clause for P. Then find program P’ obtained from Pu{C} which 
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satisfies the following: let C’ be any definite clause in P’ obtained from C by 
successively unfolding C. Then there exists a definite clause D such that D is also 
obtained from C by successively unfolding C, C’ is obtained from D by successively 
unfolding D, and the body of C’ is an instance of the body of D. Note that, by 
introducing a new predicate definition whose body is identical to D except for 
equations, D is transformed into an equivalent clause which contains only one defined 
atom in its body. By applying similar transformation to the new predicate definition, 
Pu(C} is transformed into a program such that every clause obtained from C con- 
tains only one atom in its body. 
Proietti and Pettorossi [14] showed some classes of definite clause programs for 
which the foldability problem can be solved. It will be shown that we can use their 
results to solve our problem. 
Lemma 3.19. Let P be a strongly nonascending program and C be a nonascending new 
predicate definition of the form h(X,, . . ..X.) + XI =t, A ... AX,=t, AA, A A,, 
where A, and A2 are dejined atoms. Suppose that the following holds: 
(a) Hypothesis (a) of Theorem 3.16 holds for P. 
(b) The following holds for P. 
(bl) Suppose that predicate q appears in the body of a definite clause which defines 
predicate p, where p and q are distinct predicates. Then p does not appear in the body 
of a dejinite clause which defines q. 
(b2) Let Cr be any dejnite clause in P of the form p(X1, . . . . Xl)+ 
Xl =sl A ..’ AX,=sl A K, where K is a conjunction of defined atoms. When an atom of 
the form p(s;, . . ,$) appears in K, s; is not a subterm of sj for i#j. 
(c) There exist arguments r1 of AI and r2 of A2 such that the following holds: 
(cl) vars(A,)nvars(A,)=vars(r,)nvars(r,). 
(~2) Either rl is a subterm ofr2, r2 is a subterm of rl or vars(r,)nvars(r,)=@. 
(d) The following holds for AI and A,. 
(dl) For every argument t’ of AI or A,, ifsome ti contains a common variable with t’, 
then t’ is a subterm of ti. 
(d2) For every argument s’ of AI or AZ, tfs’ is a subterm of some ti, then no other 
argument of either AI or A2 is a subterm of ti. 
Then from Pu { C} , we can obtain a nonascending program P’ which defines the predicate 
h by unfold/fold transformation. Moreover, P’ satisfies the hypothesis (a) of Theorem 
3.16. 
Proof. We prove the case when only one defined atom appears in every definite clause 
in P. Cases when more than one defined atoms appear are similarly proved, since all 
the clauses in P are strongly linear. 
As shown in [14], we can get a solution to the foldability problem for P and C. 
(Note that hypotheses (b) and (d) of the lemma is not necessary to solve the foldability 
problem.) Then, obviously, we can obtain a program in which each definite clause has 
only one defined atom in the body. 
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Note that hypothesis (d) is identical to hypothesis (a) of Theorem 3.16, when either 
AI or A, is lacking. Hence, it is sufficient to show that every definite clause in P 
satisfies hypothesis (d), since only one defined atom appears in its body. 
Let C, be a definite clause which satisfies hypothesis (d). From hypotheses (a), (b) 
and (d), the following facts are shown: 
l Every result Cd of successively unfolding Cd satisfies hypothesis (d). 
l When Cd can be folded by Cd, the result of folding also satisfies hypothesis (d). 
l A new predicate definition D can be constructed from Cd such that the body of D is 
identical to the body of Cd except for equations, and D satisfies hypothesis (d). 
l The result of folding Cd by D also satisfies hypothesis (d). 
Hypothesis (b) is necessary to show the second case. For example, suppose that Cd is 
h(x, y)tx=f(z) A p(z, y) A q(w) and predicate p is defined by definite clause 
p(x,y)cx=f(z) A p(y,z), which violates hypothesis (b2). Then, by successively 
applying unfolding and folding to C,,, definite clause h(x, y)tx=f(f(z)) A p(f(y), z) 
is obtained, which violates hypothesis (d). Note that each transformation step is 
carried out in one of the above four ways during the transformation process from 
Pu{C} to P’. Then every definite clause in P’ satisfies hypothesis (d). 0 
Example 3.20. Let P be the following nonascending program: 
append(l,M,N) t L=[] A M=Mr A N=M,. 
append(l,M,N) t L=[XlL,] A N=[XINr] A append(l,,M,N,). 
Let C be the following new predicate definition. 
sublist(X, Y) t X = U A Y= V A append(l, U, M) A append(M, N, V). 
Then Pu(C} can be transformed into the following non-ascending program. 
sublist (X, Y)+-X = [I. 
sublist(X, Y) t X= U A Y=[Zl V] A sublist(U, V). 
Although Proietti and Pettorossi [14] showed one more class, this will not be 
discussed here. 
Then we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.21. Let P be a nonascending program and C be a linear term new predicate 
definition of the form H+Eq A VJ?(A, A B1 +A2 A B,) where Eq is a conjunction of 
equations, and A,, AZ, B1 and B2 are atoms. Suppose that the following holds. 
(a) Hypotheses (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.19 holds for P. 
(b) There exist two arguments tI of AI or B1, and t2 of A2 or B2 such that the 
following holds. 
(bl) vars(A, A Bl)nvars(A2 A B,)=vars(t,)nvars(tz). 
(b2) Either tI is a subterm of t2, t2 is a subterm oft1 or vars(t,)nvars(tz)=8. 
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(c) Hypothesis (c) of Lemma 3.19 holds for Ai and Bifor i= 1,2. 
(d) The variables appearing in both Ai and Bi do not appear in any other places in 
Cfor i=l,2. 
Then a dejnite clause program is obtained from Pu {C} .
Proof. It is easy to show that we can construct a new predicate definition Di of the 
form HitEqi A Ai A Bi which satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.19, for i= 1,2. Then 
the theorem obviously holds from Theorem 3.16 and Lemma 3.19. 
Note that the hypothesis (d) is necessary because of the following reason. Let Y be 
any variable appearing in both Ai and Bi. Then Y must not appear in Eqi, because of 
the hypothesis (d2) of Lemma 3.19. Suppose that Y appears in either Eq, Aj or Bj(i #j), 
but does not appear in Eqi. Then the replacement Of Ai A Bi with Hi is not correct. 0 
Note that it is easy to extend the result of Theorem 3.21 to allow the conjunction of 
an arbitrary number of defined atoms to appear in the body of the new predicate 
definition. Note also that it is possible to extend the result to allow arbitrary definition 
of Aj and Bj, in a similar way to Corollary 3.17. 
4. Discussion 
This section discusses the relationship with other studies. 
4.1. Proietti and Pettorossi’s logic program transformation 
Pettorossi and Proietti studied the application strategy of unfold/fold rules to 
definite clause programs [12-141. They formalized a successful unfold/fold trans- 
formation in several ways, and showed that the problem of whether a given program 
can be transformed successfully or not is unsolvable. Our work is closely related to 
their studies, especially that in [13], where they formalized a successful transformation 
in the following manner. For a given program P, find a program P’ obtained from 
P by successively unfolding a clause in P, such that for every clause C in P’, 
(a) C is a unit clause, or 
(b) there exists a clause C’ such that C is obtained from C’ by successively unfolding 
C’, and a subset of the body of C is identical to the body of C’. 
(Note that this formalization is different from the one shown in [14], which is described 
in Section 3.2. The latter was used only to derive Lemma 3.19 and Theorem 3.21.) When 
C and c’ above are found, a new predicate definition whose body is identical to that of 
C’ is constructed. Then we expect that a recursive definition of the new predicate is 
obtained, by transforming the definition according to the transformation path from C 
to C. The strategy is called loop absorption. Note that one derivation step by using the 
recursive definition of the new predicate corresponds to the (possibly several) derivation 
steps by using the clauses in the original program. Thus, the programs obtained by this 
procedure are expected to be more efficient than the originals. 
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They also showed some classes of definite clause programs which are successfully 
transformed by the loop absorption procedure. To specify these classes, they used the 
conditions that, in the body of every clause appearing in the transformation process, 
the depth of terms and the number of defined atoms which share variables must be 
bounded [13]. Given these conditions, the number of distinct conjunctions of atoms 
to be folded are bounded. They showed that some syntactic restrictions on programs, 
such as the strongly linear term property, are sufficient to satisfy these conditions. 
In our problem, all goals have to be folded including quantifiers or implicational 
goals, while it is sufficient to fold a part of the body in [13]. Folding a part of the body 
is not sufficient to obtain a definite clause, since the number of implicational goals in 
a definite formula may increase when an atom occurring negatively in the goal is 
unfolded. Hence, new predicate definitions should be introduced after each unfolding, 
while the number of distinct new predicates must be bounded. Their condition 
described above is generalized so that the number of distinct new predicates is 
bounded, as shown in Theorem 3.5. Moreover, because the number of universally 
quantified variables may increase, we need to eliminate some universal quantifiers, as 
described in Section 3.1, before constructing new predicates. In addition, the assump- 
tion described in Section 3.2 is also required. 
As described above, the loop absorption procedure proposed in [13,14] improves 
the efficiency of programs. The number of new predicate definitions is also restricted 
by the loop absorption strategy. On the other hand, our procedure is a naive one, 
since our main purpose is to specify the classes of first-order formulas from which 
definite clause programs are obtained. Although their loop absorption procedure 
cannot be used directly for our problem, as described above, a strategy that finds 
recursive patterns and introduces new predicate definitions corresponding to those 
patterns can be incorporated in our procedure. They also proposed a procedure to 
eliminate unnecessary variables [lS], which might also be incorporated in our 
procedure. Programs obtained by the modified procedure are expected to be more 
efficient and have less code than those obtained by the naive procedure. 
Proietti and Pettorossi [13,14] also showed that any definite clause program can be 
transformed successfully by performing suitable generalization of the atoms to be 
folded. Generalization can reduce the depth of terms and the number of defined atoms 
which share variables. For example, let us assume the following clause: 
P(X) + 4(f(X)l A r(X). 
This is equivalent to 
P(X) + Y=f(Xl A 4(Y) A r(X). 
However, in our problem, the use of the generalization technique should be restricted 
to a case in which the generalized term contains no universally quantified variables. 
When a term containing a universally quantified variable is generalized, a fresh 
universally quantified variable is introduced. This results is an equation of the form 
X = t which has universally quantified variables on both sides of the equation. This 
violates the assumption shown in Section 3.2. 
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4.2. Bruynooghe et al.‘s criterion for avoiding injinite unfolding 
Recently, for the termination problem of transformation process, Bruynooghe et al. 
[l] proposed a general criterion for avoiding infinite unfolding in a partial evaluation 
process. They adapted well-founded orderings, which is a commonly used tool for 
proving the termination of programs, to guarantee the termination of a transformation 
process. The following is a brief explanation of their criterion. Establish a well- founded 
measure on the nodes of SLD trees. Next, control the construction of SLD trees by 
imposing that, at each unfolding step, the well-founded measure remains monotonic. 
We guarantee the termination of the transformation process in the following 
manner. The conditions shown in Theorem 3.5 states that the depths of terms and the 
number of atoms in a goal should be bounded by some positive integers during 
a transformation process. However, the monotonicity of those measures is not 
required at each unfolding step. In the proof of Theorem 3.16, we have shown that the 
depth of terms and the number of shared variables in every formula should be bounded. 
The latter is directly related to the number of atoms in a goal, since atoms in a goal 
should share some variables. We have proposed syntactic restrictions on programs to 
bound those measures at every possible unfolding step, while Bruynooghe et al. controls 
the application of unfolding to keep the monotonicity of the well-founded measures. 
Currently, we do not have general criteria for terminating an unfold/fold transforma- 
tion process. For the termination of unfold/fold transformation, the number of distinct 
new predicate definitions to be introduced must also be bounded, in addition to 
avoiding infinite unfolding of each definition. We hope that some general criteria for the 
termination of unfold/fold transformation are found based on well-founded orderings. 
4.3. Dayantis’s logic program synthesis 
In the research of logic program synthesis, our work is closely related to that 
of Dayantis [5]. In their work, program synthesis from formulas of the form 
p(X, 2) + V Y (q(X, Y, Z) -+ r(Z)) was considered. They showed that a class of those 
formulas can be transformed into definite clauses by deductive derivation. Their 
deductive method is analogous to unfold/fold transformation and the derivation 
process corresponds very closely to our procedure when our procedure does not 
unfold atoms occurring positively. They also mechanized their derivation processes. 
As discussed in Section 3.2, our assumption that, in every equation X = t, no univer- 
sally quantified variables appear in t when X is universally quantified, is guaranteed 
by part of their syntactic restrictions on the arguments of formulas, although we have 
not discussed how this is guaranteed. However, after we incorporate those restrictions, 
the classes we have shown are still wider than those they showed. 
4.4. Sato and Tamaki’s jirst-order compiler 
Sato and Tamaki [17] proposed a deterministic algorithm to transform logic 
programs with universally quantified implicational formulas into definite clause 
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programs. They also considered the transformation of a formula of the form 
h(X, Y) t VZ(p(X,Z)-+q(Z, I’)). For this formula, they introduced the following 
formula, called the universal continuation form: 
p/(X, C) + V Y( p(X, Y) -+ cont,( Y, C)). 
This form says that the continuation C is to be computed for every successful 
computation of p(X, Y). The unfold/fold transformation is applied to universal 
continuation forms to obtain definite clause programs. 
Their method can be applied to a wider class of first-order formulas than ours. 
However, in general, the results of the compilation are not necessarily efficient and the 
code sizes of those results increase, compared with the results by usual unfold/fold 
transformation. For example, suppose that the following program is given. (This 
example is a simplified version of that appearing in [17] .) 
all-one(L) + VY(member(Y,L) --f Y= 1). 
member(X, [XIL]). 
member(X, [ YlL]) t member(X, L). 
Then their algorithm gives the following result: 
all-one(l) t mem’(L, fO). 
mem’(L,C) t VY,Z (L#[YlZ]). 
mem’([YlZ],C) t cont,,,(Y,C) A mem’(Z,fi(C)). 
con&,( Y, fO) + Y= 1. 
conL,,(Y,fi(C)) + conLAY, 0. 
On the other hand, the following program is obtained by our method: 
all-one(l) +- VX, M (L# [XIM]). 
all-one([XIL]) e X= 1 A all-one(l). 
Since our method to derive definite clause programs is nondeterministic, we do not 
necessarily obtain the desired result, as shown in the above example. As described in 
(I), however, we expect that our procedure can be modified by incorporating some 
selection strategies, such as loop absorption. 
5. Conclusion 
A logic program synthesis method from some classes of first-order logic specifica- 
tions has been shown. The method is based on unfold/fold transformation. Some 
classes of first-order formulas which can be transformed into definite clause programs 
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by unfold/fold transformation have been shown. Although those classes are restricted 
ones, the transformation process can be mechanized. 
Appendix 
In this section, a proof of Theorem 3.16 is given. To begin with, we define 
a hypothesis for a definite formula. 
Definition Al (Connection hypothesis). The following hypothesis for a definite formula 
is called a connection hypothesis. Let D be a linear term definite formula of the 
standard form HntEq A V_%(F, +F,), where Eq is a conjunction of equations, and 
F1 and Fz are conjunctions of atoms. Suppose that {B,, . . ,B,} is the set of all atoms 
appearing in either F1 or F2. Then there exists n arguments ti, . . . . t, of B1, . . . . B, 
respectively, such that the following holds: 
(a) vars(Bi)nvars(Ej)=vars(ti)nvars(tj) holds for every pair of i and j. 
(b) There exists the maximum term t,,, in t 1, . . . . t, with respect to the subterm 
ordering relation. 
(c) For every pair of i andj such that i #j, either ti is a subterm of tj, tj is a subterm 
of ti, or vars(ti)nvars(tj)=@ holds. 
Note that a synchronized descent rule is defined for D when D satisfies the 
connection hypothesis. 
The following lemma associates the connection hypothesis and (H, W)-bounded- 
ness. 
Lemma AZ. Let P be a strongly nonascending definite clause program which satisfies 
the hypothesis (a) of Theorem 3.16, and C be a new predicate definition which satisfies the 
connection hypothesis. Let C’ be any result of unfolding C according to a synchronized 
descent rule. Then every new predicate definition obtained by applying Procedure 3.11 
and 3.14 to C’ is (H, W)-bounded. 
Proof. First, we show that there exists an integer H for (H, W)-boundedness. From 
Lemma 3.10, the following holds for each defined atom A’ in C’: 
maxdepth d max (maxdepth(B)I B is a defined atom in Pu { C} >. 
Next, let D be any new predicate definition obtained from C’ by applying Procedures 
3.11 and 3.14 successively to C’. Obviously, the following holds for each defined atom 
A in D: 
maxdepth(A)dmax(maxdepth(B)IB is a defined atom in Pu(C’}}. 
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Suppose that H=max{maxdepth(B)(B is a defined atom in Pu(C,,>}. Then 
maxdepth < H. 
Next, we show that there exists an integer W for (H, W)-boundedness. From the 
hypothesis (a) of Theorem 3.16 and the connection hypothesis, when some defined 
atoms in C’ share a term t, some defined atoms in C also share t. Moreover, for each 
goal G in c’, the number of the occurrence of t in G is not greater than that in C, if 
t contains a variable. These facts imply that the number of the occurrences of shared 
variables in any new predicate definition constructed from the result of unfolding C is 
not greater than that in C. Note that the number of different subterms of any term t is 
bounded by a positive integer depending on maxdepth( Note also that every new 
predicate definition is replaced with definite formulas by Procedure 3.14, such that 
every defined atom in the body of each definite formula shares variables with at least 
one other atom in its body. Then the number of atoms appearing in a goal of every 
new predicate definition D is bounded by a positive integer W. Thus, D is (H, W)- 
bounded. 0 
The following lemma shows that every new predicate definition obtained during the 
transformation process satisfies the connection hypothesis. 
Lemma A3. Let P be a program and C be a new predicate definition, such that P and 
C satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.16. Let D be any new predicate dejinition obtained 
from P and C during the transformation process by Procedure 3.1 according to 
a synchronized descent rule, together with Procedures 3.11 and 3.14. Then D satisfies the 
connection hypothesis. 
Proof. First, C obviously satisfies the connection hypothesis. Next, let C’ be a definite 
formula which satisfies the connection hypothesis. Suppose that C’ is unfolded 
according to a synchronized descent rule. Then we show that new predicate definition 
D also satisfies the connection hypothesis when D is obtained from any one of the 
results of unfolding C’ by applying Procedures 3.11 and 3.14 successively. 
Suppose that C’ is of the form HcEq A V’X(F, +F2). Bt, ti, and SO on are used in the 
same way as those in Definition Al. Suppose that C’ is unfolded by several clauses, 
C, is any one of those clauses, and G, is a goal introduced by C,. Then we consider 
new predicate definitions obtained from G, by Procedures 3.11 and 3.14. First, by 
Procedure 3.11, new predicate definition D, is obtained from G,. Next, apply Proced- 
ure 3.14 to D,. Suppose that h defined atoms appear in the body of C,. Since C’ is 
linear and C, is strongly linear, at step (a) of Procedure 3.14, all defined atoms in the 
body of D, are classified into h set S1 , . . . . Sh of defined atoms, corresponding to 
h defined atoms in the body of C,. Then, Procedure 3.14 constructs definite formulas 
o;,..., 0; and several definite clauses, such that the body of each 0; consists of all 
defined atoms in some Si. Note that each defined atom in the body of C, is related to 
the head of C, in the same manner. Hence, it is sufficient to consider the case in which 
only one defined atom appears in the body of C,. 
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First, suppose that atom Bi is selected by a synchronized descent rule. From the 
definition of the synchronized descent rule, t,,, appears in Bi. Let ii be the defined 
atom appearing in the result of unfolding Bi by C,. From the hypothesis, at most one 
subterm oft,,, appears in &. This implies that the set {B,, . . ..Bi_l.Bi,Bi+l,...,B,} 
is split into k sets such that each set satisfies the hypotheses (a)-(c) of the connection 
hypothesis and the hypotheses (al) and (a2) of Procedure 3.14. Then by applying 
Procedures 3.11 and 3.14 successively, definite formulas D1, . . . , Dl and several definite 
clauses are obtained, where the body of each Dj consists of all defined atoms in one of 
those k sets. Then all new predicate definitions constructed from the goal satisfy the 
connection hypothesis. 
Thus, by induction on the number of successive applications of unfolding, Proced- 
ures 3.11 and 3.14, D satisfies the connection hypothesis. q 
Last, Theorem 3.16 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.16. Let D be any new predicate definition obtained from Pu{C} 
by applying Procedure 3.1 together with Procedures 3.11 and 3.14 to Pu{C}. From 
Lemmas Al and A3, D is (H, @‘)-bounded for some integers H and W. Then the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.5 is satisfied. Hence, the theorem holds. 0 
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